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ABSTRACT

Increasing fuel prices and strong environmental concerns have changed the landscape for the shipping industries. The changing, competitive environment has rekindled an interest in improving ship efficiency and performance sustainability. As MISC Berhad has a vision to become a world class player in the shipping industry, alternative ways have to be discovered for ensuring a competitive edge in the shipping business. Wind assisted ships are to be considered as an alternative way to reduce fuel consumption and damage to the environment. The aim of this study is to develop a wind assisted propulsion system and to assess its techno economic feasibility on a specific vessel and a selected route. Chemical carrier tankers from the MT Bunga Melati series were chosen and the routes selected were between the Middle East, Singapore and the Far East. For this study, actual data collected was for a period of more than two years. This data was taken from the daily noon reports of the ship master which are reports to his company on a daily basis during a ship’s voyage. The data consists of the main ship operational parameters as well as the wind speed and directions. A kite was designed and the propulsive forces developed in the voyages throughout the year were estimated. Finally, the economic assessment was carried out using payback period and Net Present Value criteria. The calculations showed a payback period of 10 years while Net Present Value was strongly positive indicating a profitable investment. The effect of using the kite on CO2 emission was determined using Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) and Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI) developed by the International Maritime Organisation. Both indicators showed a positive reduction, indicating that the use of the kite is not only profitable economically but also improves the ship CO2 reduction performance.
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Non-dimensional conversion factor between fuel consumption measured in g and CO2 emission also measured in g based on carbon content. The subscripts \( ME_i \) and \( AE_i \) refer to the main and auxiliary engine(s) respectively.

\( V_{ref} \)  
Ship speed, measured in nautical miles per hour (knot), on deep water in the maximum design load condition.

\( Capacity \)  
Deadweight for dry cargo carriers, tankers, gas tankers, Containerships, RoRo cargo and general cargo ships, gross tonnage for passenger ships and RoRo passenger ships, and 65% of deadweight for container ships.

\( Deadweight \)  
Means the difference in tonnes between the displacement of a ship in water of relative density of 1,025 kg/m3 at the deepest operational draught and the lightweight of the ship.

\( P \)  
Power of the main and auxiliary engines, measured in kW. The subscripts \( ME \) and \( AE \) refer to the main and auxiliary engine(s), respectively.

\( SFC \)  
Certified specific fuel consumption, measured in g/kWh, of the engines.

\( f_j \)  
Correction factor to account for ship specific design elements.

\( F_w \)  
Non-dimensional coefficient indicating the decrease of speed in representative sea conditions of wave height, wave frequency and wind speed.
Availability factor of each innovative energy efficiency technology.

FC (Fuel consumption) is all fuel consumed for the period in question

$C_{carbon}$ CO2 emission per tonne of fuel calculated from the carbon content of the fuel used (e.g. HFO)

$m_{cargo}$ Mass of transported cargo in metric tonnes

D (distance sailed) is the actual distance sailed in nautical miles
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Increasing fuel prices and strong environmental concerns have changed the competitive landscape of the shipping industry today. This present environment has rekindled an interest in improving efficiency and sustainability in the performance of ships. To meet with the changing commercial markets and the economic environment, there is the requirement for new vessel designs with more flexibility, longer lifespan, and with more energy efficient operating systems which will be highly cost effective.

The need to minimize operating costs is paramount in order to be competitive. The current oil fuel based energy source, at recent high prices, can result in fuel costs as high as 50 percent of the operating costs [1]. Alternative energy sources for power generation such as LNG, fuel cells, nuclear, wind assisted ships are now being considered by many shipping companies. Apart from the hull and propulsion efficiency, optimization of ship running costs and quality of services depend on the performance of the operational systems and processes such as voyage management, loading and maintenance.
As the MISC vision is to become a world class player in the shipping industry, alternative ways have to be discovered for ensuring a competitive edge in the shipping business. Such development procedures are illustrated in Appendix A. These procedures range from fuel oil consumption monitoring, voyage management and propeller polishing for increasing fuel efficiency and to reducing fuel consumption [10]. However there is no alternative study that has been done within the MISC group for reducing dependence on fossil fuel. Wind assisted shipping is to be considered as an alternative way to reduce fuel consumption and prevent further damage to the environment. Earlier studies have shown that with the current wind assisted system technology, annual savings of between 10 to 30 percent of fuel consumption can be expected [31].

This study will focus on the feasibility of a wind assisted system to be applied onboard a MISC ship. The wind assisted systems generate thrust from the wind and thereby reduce dependence on fossil fuel and main engine operation.

1.2 Statement of Problem

Maritime Shipping is nearly dependent on fuel oil. In the last 10 years, crude oil prices rose annually by 10 percent on the average and in 2009, a high upward movement has been observed. This development, places tremendous financial pressure on the shipping industry as the fuel oil cost accounts for more than half of a ship’s operating cost. The International Energy Agency (IEA) has projected an average oil price of USD 200 per barrel by 2013. According to the IEA report the main reason for this price increase is the continuing decline in oil production rates by about 6-7 percent annually and faces a growing demand of 1 percent per year. Soon, shipping companies will be forced to reduce their sulfur emissions which are already damaging the environment at present. The maritime industry is responsible for almost 4 percent of the worldwide CO₂ emission. The only way to reduce the emission is by reducing the
burning of fuel. The way out of this crisis is by opening up alternative energy sources for the ships and this makes the use of free wind power more attractive.

1.3 Objective

The objective of this study is to develop a wind assisted propulsion system and to assess its techno economic feasibility.

1.4 Scope

The scope of this study covers the wind assisted propulsion system, the route and ship selection, the collection and compilation of wind data from noon reports, analyses of wind data of chosen routes, the development of wind assisted propulsion system, the calculation of power generated by wind and expected fuel savings, the assessment of techno economics with the application of the wind assisted propulsion system and finally the recommendations for further research work.

1.5 Outline of Thesis

This thesis comprises five chapters. Chapter one will cover the introduction and background of the study, the objective to study the wind assisted propulsion system and lastly the scope of the study. Chapter two covers the literature reviewed. There are three main parts in this chapter. Part one discusses the contribution of the wind assisted propulsion system to fuel saving and the effect of releasing CO₂ into the atmosphere by the shipping industry. The second part, discusses the previous study conducted for the wind assisted propulsion system and the application and advantages of the wind assisted propulsion system. In the third part, the kite sail theory and its application on the vessel are discussed. Chapter three covers the methodology and selection of the
vessels, the routes of study, method on actual data collection from the vessel, kite
dimensions, cost estimation, a case study of a ship and lastly an investment appraisal
will be determined. Chapter four contains the main discussion on the route analysis and
the wind analysis for the launching of kites. This chapter also discusses the propulsion
force derived by applying a kite on the vessel. By generating a case study, the total fuel
savings on a chosen route can be determined as well as the emission of CO₂ can be
reduced and furthermore an investment appraisal will be also discussed. Finally, in
Chapter five, the conclusion on the objective of the study will be explained in brief and
recommendations and suggestions for the improvement of the study or future research
will be provided.